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Introduction
Masters of Engagement

related metrics, only a handful of brands and retailers even
approach the vaunted status of “indispensable.” Those that
do are “Masters of Engagement” and stand out from other
companies in distinct ways:
Like Amazon, Netflix, and Disney, they create unique,
highly personalized customer experiences
Like Uber, Target and Taco Bell, they relentlessly
remove frictions that cost consumers time and money

In a briefing last year with an investor considering pouring
an additional $100m into a venture-funded startup, the head
of the firm’s due diligence team posed the question “In six

Like Nordstrom, Whole Foods, and Patagonia, they
anticipate customers’ needs and delight them in
unexpected ways

months would anyone really care if this company didn’t exist

Like Google, Starbucks, and Sephora, they invest in,

anymore?” The truth is, few companies pass the “regret

deploy and leverage technology at scale to innovate

test” – e.g., they would be sorely missed by customers

and transform customers’ experience

and difficult to replace. Based on customer loyalty and
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For the Masters of Engagement, job #1 is to help customers

Across verticals consumers are asking “if Amazon and

succeed and enhance their experience at every step of

Starbucks remember what I last ordered, why can’t other

the journey. To deliver on their mission each has built and

businesses?” Fortunately, many of the capabilities that

leveraged an Engagement Stack – an integrated set of

allow Amazon, Google, and Netflix to engage consumers

capabilities and technologies they use to transform how

digitally are now available to brands and retailers in the

consumers shop, buy and experience their products and

physical as well as digital worlds.

services. By raising the bar Masters are also creating a new
set of customer expectations, as shown in the “New Terms
of Engagement.”

New Terms of Engagement

This whitepaper is the first in a three-part series
examining how Masters are leveraging technology and
data to engage customers at scale and achieve enormous
competitive advantages. Part 1 examines the topics
below, with subsequent reports available in April.
Characteristics Distinguishing Masters of Engagement
5 Key Layers in the Engagement Stack
Moving Beyond Personalization to Individualization
Assessing How Your Company Measures
Up against the Masters

brandify.com | Dr. Phil Hendrix, Managing Director, immr
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Why Engagement Matters
Widely referenced in business circles, the term engagement

media CapGemini found that many consumers regard the

has come to mean different things in different quarters.

ads, messages and offers they receive as irrelevant and

In advertising and social media, engagement generally

interrupting their experience, especially on mobile devices.

means getting consumers’ attention and prompting

In protest, consumers are adopting ad blockers and

favorable reactions (e.g., likes, sharing, etc.) to ads and

taking other measures to avoid unwanted and unwelcome

content. In media circles engagement reflects the extent

intrusions from brands and retailers.

to which viewers and readers devote time and attention
to particular topics, stories, and programs. In the context
of mobile apps engagement refers to the frequency,
duration and persistence of use. While these contextspecific meanings are useful, their adoption has crowded
out a broader, customer-centric view, resulting in suboptimization. As noted consultant Geoffrey Moore observed
in “Personalization is Balderdash!,” marketers devote

Masters take a broader and more constructive view of
engagement. Bridget Dolan, VP of Innovation at Sephora,
articulates the essence of engagement in their business:

“

We want to empower clients to be in control
of their shopping experience and have
everything they need to be confident in their

immense efforts to boosting single digit click-through rates

purchases. Our promise is so different..it’s

(CTRs), likes and related metrics by fractions of a percent.

not just about our products. It’s also about

In an extensive analysis of opinions voiced on social

education and serving as a resource to

brandify.com
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customers. When you demystify, people

products. Delivering on these principles is a tall

feel empowered to buy... part of our job is

order, but part of the “new terms of engagement” that

“

educating our shopper. If we haven’t taught
her, we’ve failed her.
Bridget Dolan, Sephora VP and Head
of Sephora’s Innovation Lab

consumers have come to expect.

How Masters View Engagement
en.gage /en’gāj/

As shown in the callout, Masters define engagement
in terms of customer success and experience. This

Build mutually beneficial, enduring
relationships by:

broader view recognizes that the entire organization

Helping customers accomplish their goals.

– not just marketing and social media, but product,

Removing frictions along customer journeys.

sales, support and other functions – must (i) understand

Adding value and enhancing customers’
experience in new and unexpected ways.

and help customers accomplish their goals; (ii) respect
consumers’ time and attention by personalizing ads,
offers, messages and other content; (iii) help customers

Source: Dr. Phil Hendrix, immr

advance not just along the “path-to-purchase,” but
across the entire journey as they shop, buy and use

brandify.com
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Case Study

As the largest beauty retailer in the U.S., Sephora leverages new
technologies to continually innovate and engage customers, both
in- and out-of-store. Among their many achievements:

One of the first retailers to introduce a
mobile point-of-sale system

Digital Trend Tables show in realtime most popular and best-selling
products

One of the first to adopt YouTube’s new
shoppable ads (with remarkable results)

ColorIQ takes a photo of a customer’s
skin tone and recommends the
perfect foundation

No. 2Y01

How to

brandify.com

On its Beauty Board, customers share
beauty tips, tricks, and favorite products

In Milan Sephora is testing augmented
reality, in which a mirror simulates
makeup on a person’s face in both real
time and 3D

The Beauty Workshop streams YouTube
how-to videos to inspire shoppers

Introduced PLAY!, a subscription
service that delivers 5 popular
products (samples and full sized
cosmetics) to customers’ doorsteps
for $10/month

The Engagement Stack | Dr. Phil Hendrix, Managing Director, immr | pg 9

7 Characteristics Distinguish
Masters of Engagement
As shown in the discussion and examples below, 7 key

supports buyers with services such as Prime and

characteristics distinguish the capabilities, strategies

Dash buttons, which make it easy to reorder regularly

and practices of Engagement Masters.

purchased items, and users with reviews and products

Engage Across the Entire Customer Journey

like Echo, introduced in 2015.

Masters recognize and capitalize on opportunities
across the entire customer journey, as consumers shop,
buy, and use products and share their experiences
with others. Renowned for providing highly relevant,
personalized recommendations for shoppers, Amazon

Amazon Engages Shoppers, Buyers and Users
Personalized
Shopping

8 Personalized Links

Customer Journeys
Find

Home Page:
Get Yourself a Little Something
More Items to Consider
Related to Items You've Viewed
Inspired by Your Shopping Trends
More Top Picks for You
Recommendations for You in
Amazon Video
Recommendations for You
Pick up where you left off

Shoppers
Choose
Buy

Buyers
Users

brandify.com

Frictionless
Buying

Share

Use

User Support
& Experience

No Patience Required
Free -Same day Shipping

4.0     

User feedback- Tell us about the
product even if you didn’t purchase
it through Amazon.com
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Address Frictions, Shoulds and Wants

helping them achieve “shoulds” – savings, fitness, learning,

Masters of Engagement also satisfy a range of customer

and others – that require sacrificing now to receive

needs, including frictions, shoulds and wants. As the label

benefits in the future. Along with encouraging customers

implies, frictions consist of time, uncertainty, cost and

to keep their outdoor gear longer, recycle products, and

other annoyances that consumers try to minimize or avoid

care for the environment, Patagonia trains its sales people

altogether. To reduce frictions in ordering, Taco Bell and

to make minor repairs in-store.

Starbucks enhanced their mobile apps to allow customers

Aim for Game-Changing Innovation

to order ahead and avoid standing in line. The category

Masters of Engagement are adept at “game-changing”

of “wants” includes food, fun, entertainment, acceptance

innovation, developing products and services that transform
customers’ experience. Disney, for example, has invested

3 Types of Customer Needs
Frictions
Cost
Time
Annoyances
Risk
Uncertainty

Shoulds
Savings
Green
Fitness
Education
Social

Wants
Food
Fun
Entertainment
Acceptance
Recognition

and other needs. To help teens discover fashion trends
popular among their peers, Nordstrom has added
in-store digital signage showing products that are
trending on Wanelo. Masters also engage consumers by

brandify.com

more than a billion dollars developing, testing and deploying
MagicBands to enhance guests’ experience. With the
RFID-powered wristbands, guests can pay for purchases

Game-changing Innovations
Characteristics
Need Solved
Challenge
Solution
Risk of Failuer
Skepticism

Significant
Daunting
New, untried
Extremely High
Abundant

Benefits
Customer Value
Disruption
Advantage
Growth
Payoff

Indispensable
Game-Changing
“Blue Ocean”
Rapid
Enormous

Also referred to as Disruptive and Radical Innovation Source: Dr. Phil Hendrix, Immr
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in the park, make reservations and find attractions that
have shorter wait times. Perhaps most magical of all,

Bain’s Elements of
Value Hierarchy

the bands allow Disney characters to recognize guests

Social
Impact

and personalize communications in ways that thrill adults

Life Changing
Elements

and kids alike. MagicBands also yield data on guests’

Emotional
Elements

experience – including their movements through the park,

Functional
Elements

preferences, spending and other behaviors – that are
invaluable to Disney planners.

Inwardly- Focused Value

Outwardly- Focused Value

Source: Bain & Company

Broaden the Mix of Value- Adding Elements
Masters explore, test and introduce novel new ways to

maps. While promoting wellness, Whole Foods’ stores also

add value to consumers. Based on extensive research,

deliver extraordinary, multi-sensory shopping experiences.

Bain & Company has identified more than 30 “elements of

Nordstrom associates still write handwritten notes to

value” (for a preview, see Bain’s Retail Holiday Newsletter,

customers, reinforcing feelings of belonging, exclusivity and

#3, 2015). Arranged in a hierarchy, the elements include

even nostalgia. With its emphasis on sustainability, Patagonia

functional, emotional, and life changing categories. At the

encourages its customers to conserve resources and

peak of the hierarchy are value elements that benefit others

protect the environment. By adding value up and down the

and society at large. To illustrate, Google continuously adds

hierarchy, Masters of Engagement are raising consumers’

new functionality (street views, business hours, etc.) to its

expectations and distancing themselves from competitors.

brandify.com
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Treat Data as a Core Capability

businesses around big data and advanced technologies.

Masters employ a wide range of data to orchestrate and

Among brick and mortar businesses, Starbucks is the

optimize their engagement efforts. Using data to determine

What Are Digital Signals?

which consumers to engage, when and how best to engage

Traces produced as consumers
interact with Digital Channels

in real-time, Digital Signals
reveal consumers’...

them, they are particularly adroit at capturing and leveraging
data from consumers’ digital signals, e.g., traces left as
consumers visit websites, use mobile apps, register opinions
and take actions on social media, and other interactions.

Digital Channels
Internet
Websites, Microsites,
Search, Ads
Social
Post, Share, Rate,
Comment

Amazon is known for testing everything, designing and

Mobile
Apps, Location,
Sensors, Beacons

running thousands of experiments a day. With its new app

Interactive
OOH, Social TV

that allows customers to customize their orders, Taco Bell is

Why Are Digital Signals
So Important?

Attitudes

Experiences

Interests

Questions

Opinions

Connections

Motivations

Plans/Intentions

Values

Responses

Activities

(Dis)Satisfaction

Locations

Context

Connections

Source: Tuning into Consumers’ Digital Signals, Dr. Phil Hendrix, immr

gleaning insights into customer preferences that previously

undisputed leader in leveraging technology to engage

required extensive and time-consuming primary research.

customers, as the case study on the next page reveals.

Available in real-time, digital signals provide incredibly rich

While many companies are investing in technology,

intelligence for Masters of Engagement.

the Masters are distinguished by their integration of

Embed Technology throughout the Engagement Stack
Masters of Engagement are on the forefront of testing,
trialing and scaling technologies, especially digital, mobile,
and big data. Google, Amazon and Netflix have built their

brandify.com

strategy, technology, and data into a tightly coupled and
extraordinarily powerful system. These systems, which
we refer to as an Engagement Stack, are described in
the next section.
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Case Study

Continuing its history of technology-enabled engagement,
Starbucks introduced Mobile Order & Pay in early 2015 and has since
deployed the mobile solution across all of its stores. The platform:

Allows customers to
customize beverages in
80,000 different ways

Accurately estimates pickup time based on real-time
conditions

Automatically removes
items from the menu that
have run out

Provides directions
to the store

Embraced by consumers, Mobile Order & Pay now accounts for 20% of
all Starbucks in-store transactions in the U.S. In addition, orders placed
on the app are, on average, larger than those placed in stores. Since
payments are made through Starbucks’ loyalty card, credit card costs
are reduced as well.

brandify.com
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Aim for Reciprocity

with customers willing to opt-in and share their profile,

Masters of Engagement occupy an enviable position

location, preferences, and other personal information in

in their customers’ lives – customers look forward to

return for personalized experiences and valued benefits.

visiting their stores (online and brick and mortar) and
enjoy using their products and services; their apps are

The House of Loyalty

more likely to reside on consumers’ mobile devices;
and they’re mentioned (positively) on social media and
referred to other customers at rates that are 10-100x
that of competitors. Masters also
enjoy extraordinary customer
loyalty. Forthcoming research

Outcomes

Admiration, Devotion, Loyalty,
Enduring, Attachment

Reputation

Value

conducted by Bain & Company
shows that Amazon’s NPS (Net Promoter Score, a key
measure of customer loyalty and advocacy) is more than
double that of leading brick and mortar competitors.
As a dividend, Amazon, Google, Uber and other
Masters of Engagement strive for and achieve what

Transparent, Considerate,
Comparable, Fair

What Customers
Experience
Reliable, Rewarding

Product and Service
Qualities
Source: Dr. Phil Hendrix, immr

may be the ultimate advantage –trust and reciprocity,

brandify.com
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Case Study
Maker of high–quality, responsibly sourced clothing that lasts for years,
Patagonia takes seriously its reason for being. The company:

Supports dozens of environmental
initiatives

Introduced the Worn Wear initiative
to inspire people to keep their
clothing in use for as long as possible

Encourages customers to respect the
environment and adopt sustainable
practices

Operates the largest garment repair
facility in North America, making
40,000+ a year

Pledges 1% of sales to preservation and
restoration of the natural environment

Retail store staff trained to handle
simple repair jobs

Helps customers fix their gear, find a new
home or recycle it if necessary

Posts on social media consumers’
stories about Patagonia products
that have lasted through the years

Partnering with iFixit, publishes on its
website 40 repair guides for Patagonia
products

Patagonia Promotes Sustainability

brandify.com

Patagonia Worn
Wear Truck

Dont Wear this Jacket
Common Treads Innitiative
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The Engagement Stack
The Engagement Stack
Measurement & Attribution

Engagement Engine

Social
Media

Strategy

support, and others – across all channels, both digital
(online and mobile) and physical (stores, kiosks, call

Engagement Stacks are dynamic, with the Data and
Technology layers in particular advancing rapidly. While

Personalization
Optimization

Customer
Intent

Location



efforts – not just marketing and advertising, but sales,

centers, etc.).

Customer Response

Digital
Signals

The Stack encompasses all of a company’s engagement

Context

Data and Digital Signals

Customer
Profile

continuously tuning their engagement efforts, Masters
are also integrating big data, algorithms, artificial
intelligence, and other disruptive capabilities.

Technology

Input and feedback loops are central to Engagement
The term Engagement Stack is borrowed from and

Stacks – as shown, Data and Digital Signals fuel the

encompasses the “technology stack,” an IT term

Engagement Engine, and measures of customer

referring to the set of software tools and architectures

response linked to specific initiatives are vital to

employed by a company. Any one company has

attribution and optimization.

multiple technology stacks, each for different purposes
– see, for example, the marketing technology stacks
of 21 companies published on ChiefMartec. While the
specific components vary, Engagement Stacks must
include the 5 layers shown in the figure and described

While the Technology Layer is without question a key
enabler, other layers are equally important and all layers
must be coupled and tightly integrated to engage at
scale.

below. Stacks also share several key features:

brandify.com
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5 Layers of the Engagement Stack
Strategy

Engagement Engine

Developed by its senior leaders, Strategy

The Engagement Engine specifies how and how

encompasses the company’s vision for

often a company engages with each customer

Engagement and the role(s) it aspires to fulfill in

(defined broadly to include prospects). It

customers’ lives.

encompasses personalization and optimization of

Technologies
Across the Stack, the layer consists of
infrastructure, applications and other

all ads, offers, messages, and services delivered
via email, SMS, the Internet, mobile apps and
other means.

technologies that enable and power Engagement

Measurement and Attribution

efforts, including the company’s own as well as

This layer captures and attributes customers’

partner developed/hosted solutions.

responses to the company’s Engagement

Data + Digital Signals
Data include what’s known or can be ascertained

initiatives and calculates ROE (return on
engagement).

about individual consumers, including their
profiles, location and context, customer journeys
they’re on, etc. from both first- and third-party
data sources.

brandify.com
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Layer 1 – Engagement Strategy
Peter Drucker famously said “the purpose of business is to

customers across the channels shown. Clearly, the functions

create a customer.” Masters of Engagement have embraced

responsible for engaging customers – marketing, social

Drucker’s admonition with a slight but important twist –

media, merchandising, sales, support, and others – need

their mission is to create “successful” customers. Soon after

an overarching strategy to coordinate, let alone guide and

Howard Schultz returned to the helm of Starbucks in 2008,

prioritize their efforts.

he told his team “to be successful in an enduring way… we
have to be relevant to customers not just when they’re in
our stores but in all aspects of their lives, including when
they’re outside our four walls.” At last count, customers
have “deposited” hundreds of millions of dollars into their
Starbucks accounts, providing a nice float and, more
importantly, an extraordinary commitment to the company.
As their experience demonstrates, customers will beat a
path to the door of companies that master engagement.

Engagement Strategy requires the same careful attention as
a company’s mission statement. To articulate the strategy,
senior leaders must answer three fundamental questions
– which customers do we engage; which of their needs
do we strive to satisfy; and how do we (intend to) fulfill
them? To stretch the team’s thinking, frameworks such
as Bain’s Elements of Value are helpful. Another tool is the

When it comes to engaging customers, companies are

Roles of Engagement exercise, in which a team is supplied

faced with a myriad of opportunities and options – consider

with metaphors and supporting materials and tasked with

the sheer number of interactions between companies and

answering “which of these roles do we aspire to play in our

brandify.com
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retailers are attempting to boost their engagement

Choosing Roles(s) to Fullfill
in Customers’ Lives

capabilities by establishing innovation labs, collaborating
with startups, and organizing hackathons (both internal and

Companion

Curator

Broker

external). For example, working with BrandGarage, Lowe’s
is sponsoring a hackathon to co-develop with participants

Crystal Ball

Coach

Concierge

Guide

“a mobile experience that helps Lowe’s customers love

Confidante

where they live” by connecting the home improvement


Greet

Tools

Content

Wallet

Guardian

Valet

Rewards

School

Passkey

Club

Source: Dr. Phil Hendrix, immr

customers’ lives?” With dozens of appropriate metaphors

retailer’s products and services with consumers’ home
improvement projects.

to consider, roles range from functional – guide, curator,

Many of these efforts focus on customer experience. A

guardian and others – to more intimate ones – for example,

critical question, especially in retail and other verticals

coach, confidant, and even companion.

facing intense competition, is whether these efforts will

Masters of Engagement aspire to play larger and more

improvements. As Chunka Mui, author of Billion Dollar

meaningful roles in their customers’ lives. For example,
Patagonia engages like-minded consumers with exceptional
products and a panoply of environmentally conscious
initiatives. In the words of founder Yvon Chouinard,
Patagonia “empowers consumers to take responsibility
for their purchases.”
Walmart, Delta, Lowe’s and other leading brands and

brandify.com

yield “game-changing innovation” or merely incremental
Lessons and The New Killer Apps, observes, most
companies fail because they assume the future will be
only slightly different from the present and they don’t
think big enough. Intense debate among senior leaders
and frameworks like the ones described above can help
companies “think bigger” about engagement and avoid
being trapped by these pitfalls.
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Layer 2 – Engagement Technologies
As they continue to advance and spread, technologies
are critical enablers of engagement. While the broader
landscape is vast and complex, the 8 tech categories most
relevant for Engagement are shown on the next page.
Several observations are pertinent to the discussion:
Though not an exact match, there is a large overlap
between marketing and engagement technologies. As
Scott Brinker reports in his ChiefMartec blog, there are
nearly 2,000 MarTech vendors, and the number more
than doubled since last year.
IDC estimates that spending on marketing software will
reach $22.6b in 2015 and grow to $32.3b by 2018.

Since most brands and retailers do business in multiple
locations, Manish Patel, CEO of Brandify, recommends
that companies consolidate responsibilities for tracking,

Sourcing solutions, managing and integrating data, and

reporting and coordinating response under a Chief

integrating platforms require a unique set of abilities.

Location Officer.

Given the complexity, Marketing Technologists are on
the rise to help companies source and integrate data and
tech vendors and solutions.

brandify.com
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8 Key Technologies Driving Engagement
Mobile

Personalization

Having disrupted shopping, mobile technologies are

Personalization platforms allow companies to tailor each

continuing to transform how consumers buy, use products

and every interaction with customers based on their

and engage with brands and retailers.

profiles, preferences and previous responses.

Sensors

Optimization

Sensors in devices and beacons in stores and venues

Algorithms and platforms that drive search engine

pinpoint consumers’ locations, preferences and other

marketing (SEM) and programmatic advertising are being

aspects, making hyper-location and contextual

applied across Engagement.

awareness a reality.

Big Data and Analytics

Digital OOH

Infrastructure and tools that capture, store and analyze

Digital displays and out-of-home (OOH) media in

in real-time the enormous volumes of data generated

stores, transit, restaurants and other places create new

by digital signals (including location), sensors and other

opportunities to engage OOH consumers
.

sources are transforming Engagement.

Cross-device recognition

Artificial Intellegence

Cross-device recognition (CDR) allows companies to

Advances in AI are revolutionizing everything from search

recognize and adapt to individual consumers regardless

to speech and image recognition, autonomous cars and

of the devices (PC, tablet, smartphone) used.

even tech support.

Given their importance, the technologies, vendors and solutions for the 8 categories above are examined more fully
in Part 3 of this series, scheduled for publication in April.
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Layer 3 – Data and Digital Signals
In a 2003 post titled “The Database of Intentions” (updated
in 2010), John Battelle observed that search is one of the

Data = Prerequisite for
Personalization

What I’m
Interested in

Who am I
Where am I

most powerful signals of a customer’s intent. Recognizing

What I respond to

What’s Nearby

the value to advertisers, Google and others have built billion-

What I’ve bought

What’s going on

dollar advertising businesses by monetizing these signals. In

Where I’ve been

addition to search, data are now available on virtually every
aspect of consumers’ behavior, enabling companies to detect,
interpret and respond to much more than search queries.
As more consumers use digital devices, especially mobile,
to go online, get their news and connect via social media, a
vast array of real-time, individual-level data has emerged – not
just an individual’s profile and interests, but where they are,
what they’re near, what they are doing, who they are with,
where they’ve been, where they are likely to go, and more,
throughout the day, 24/7.

Where am I going
What I need

insights are in a unique position to engage customers on
their terms and vice versa.
In fact, the breadth, quantity, and quality of customer
insights may be the single biggest differentiator between
Masters of Engagement and their counterparts. Over
time, Masters glean increasingly detailed knowledge about
their customers – not just demographics and media habits,
but customers’ interests, preferences, location, plans,
and much more. They leverage these insights to engage

As shown in the Engagement Stack, Data fuels the

customers with timely, relevant ads, messages, offers,

Engagement Engine. Companies with detailed customer

products and services.

brandify.com
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6 Components of the Data Layer

Context

Intent

Context describes the conditions surrounding a

Intent refers to a customer’s plans to carry out some

customer at a particular point in time – for example,

action with respect to a product or service within some

weather; traffic; events; alone or with a group; etc.

period of time. While typically referring to “buying,”
intent also applies to other behaviors, e.g., shopping,
using, etc.

Social Media
Consumers’ use and involvement with social media can
be described with quantitative measures, e.g., time,

Digital Signals

frequency, etc. With NLP (natural language processing)

Digital signals represent measurable traces customers

and Social Network analysis, companies can glean

leave as they interact with digital media, including

additional insights from unstructured data, e.g., topics

products and pages viewed online, apps used, dwell

an individual views, comments on, likes, the amount of

time in locations and many others.

influence they have, etc.

Location

Customer Profiles

Customers’ locations can be specified by geo-position

Drawn from first- and third-party sources, profiles

(lat/long) or place, with reference to a place or point

contain a wide range of customer data, including

of interest, e.g., near the subway station, in Times

demographics, purchase history, spending patterns,

Square, etc., area or vicinity (suburbs of Atlanta), ZIP

product ownership, media usage and much more.

code and others.

brandify.com
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Data, of course, vary in terms of availability, completeness,

8 Layers of Location

“freshness,” and accuracy and therefore relevance and
value for engaging consumers. In addition, startups such

Emerging Battleground for

as Alohar (acquired in 2013 by Alibaba) and Sense360
(led by Eli Portnoy, the serial entrepreneur who founded

Brands and Brick & Mortar Merchants

ThinkNear, acquired in 2012 by TeleNav) are extracting
new data and insights, with users’ permission, from the
dozen plus sensors on mobile devices. As developers gain
familiarity, these platforms will soon provide new types of

MACRO–LOCATION

Mass
Marketing

Geo-Fencing

MICRO–LOCATION

In-door

In-Store/
Point-of-sale

Context/
Embedded

Source: 8 Layers of Location, Dr. Phil Hendrix, immr | www.immr.org/8-layers-of-location.pdf

data and enable new forms of engagement.
Customer Location Data
Location is critically important, especially when engaging

in-time as well as over time, from which a consumer’s

mobile consumers. By itself a customer’s location is not

location patterns can be discerned –for example, hours

terribly informative – however, when combined with

spent at home vs. work, places regularly visited, routes

proximity, context, search and other signals, location

taken to work, etc.

dramatically enhances a company’s ability to engage
consumers, especially when they are out-of-home on their
mobile devices. Location is also useful at a specific point-

brandify.com

When consumers search, visit a company’s website,
and view ads, messages and offers on mobile devices
they have a propensity to follow that action by calling or
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visiting a nearby store or place of business. With current

individual’s precise location – e.g., are they in the food

location detection technologies, a customer’s location

court, entering the store, viewing a window display, or

and proximity to nearby stores, restaurants and other

in a department or even a particular aisle.

brick & mortar businesses can often be determined with
precision. Within stores, malls and shopping centers
equipped with beacons, vendors can even determine an

Customer Profile Data
There is a wealth of customer profile data available,
ranging from demographics to spend, web and mobile
app usage, and much more from first- and third-party

Customer Profile Data

sources such as Acxiom, Experian and other vendors. To
weave together the disparate types of data from internal
and external sources, many companies work with partners
who provide Data Management Platforms, or DMPs.
These vendors source, combine, integrate and feed data

1 &3
st

into companies’ Engagement Engines.
rd

Party Data

DMP’s

Data Management
Platforms (DMP)

Connecting First and Third Party Data

Given the importance of the Data Layer, location, context,
customer profiles and other components are examined in
detail in Pt. 2 of this series (forthcoming in March).
.

brandify.com
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Layer 4 –Engagement Engine
Engagement involves matching the company’s efforts
(products, services, ads, offers and messages) to the needs,

The Engagement Cube
The Who, What ,When, Where and How of Engagement

preferences and behaviors of individual customers. As
suggested by the New Terms of Engagement, consumers
expect all companies – not just Google, Amazon and
Starbucks – to remember and adapt to them, regardless of
the devices and channels they’re using. As they shop, buy
and interact with brands and retailers, especially on mobile,

Content consist of the corpus of a company’s digital assets - listings, maps, images,
videos, ads, messages and others - as wells as offers, applications and services and more.

consumers demand experiences tailored to their needs and
situation – otherwise, a company’s efforts are likely to be

Working with partners Urban Airship and

viewed as interrupting and annoying.

Gimbal, The US Open Tennis Tournament

At the heart of this capability is the Engagement Engine,
which recognizes customers, detects their intent, location,
context, and other parameters and determines in real-time
the most appropriate response(s). The examples below, each
involving beacons, illustrate the potential of engagement.

brandify.com

presented last-minute offers to attendees who
had previously shopped for tickets online and
were in close proximity to upcoming events.
Open and conversion rates to these highly
personalized offers were 40-50x industry norms.
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Target has integrated its e-commerce platform
and mobile app, allowing customers to prepare
a shopping list and, with in-store beacons,

Components of Engagement Engine
Personalization
For selected customers, tailoring content, timing and

personalize their path through the store based

channel(s) to match the customer’s needs, preferences

on the items they’ve selected.

and context.

With its beacon-powered app, Miami

Optimization

International Airport assists travelers with

Using algorithms and experiments, determining optimal

personalized turn-by-turn directions, walk

combination(s) (recipients x content x channels x timing)

times and information on nearby shops and

that maximize outcomes for each customer, given cost

restaurants.

and other parameters.
Content

The Engagement Engine includes Personalization,

Consists of a company’s digital assets (listings, maps,

Optimization, Content and Channels. On average,
companies are using 9+ channels to engage consumers.

images, videos, ads, messages, and others) as well as
offers, applications, services and more.
Channels
The means by which companies engage consumers,

Mobile
Apps

Search

Internet

Website

Email

Messaging

Signage

kiosk

Video

brandify.com

Social
Media

Directory

Phone

Store

including digital (online, mobile, e-mail, kiosks, etc.) and
physical (stores, signage, call centers, etc.).

Kiosks
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Personalization can be implemented with varying

Given the nearly infinite number of combinations –

degrees of precision, depending on the data available

individual consumers x content x channels x time x

and the corresponding costs and benefits – at the

location – optimization via algorithms, experiments and

broadest level, personalization relies on an individual’s

automation are needed to select, regulate, and optimize

demographics, spend, and other persistent and historical

engagement efforts. Well established in search engine

behaviors. With appropriate data, engagement can be

marketing (SEM), optimization is spreading rapidly via

personalized based on an individual’s location as well

programmatic advertising and marketing automation.

as their context. The highest level of personalization –
Individualization – recognizes and adapts to consumers’
intent and other digital signals in real-time. In practice,
elements of all four of these may be used, depending on
the data available in particular instances.

Personalization, optimization and related topics, including
cross-device recognition, are discussed more fully in Pt. 3
of this series, along with the final layer of the Engagement
Stack, Measurement and Attribution.

The Personalization Prizm
Segmentation
Demographics
Spend
Loyalty
Interests
App Usage

Localization
Macro-location

Hyper-Location

History/Patterns

brandify.com

Contextualization
Weather
Surroundings
Time
...

Real-time

Individualization
Digital Signal
Intersection x Journey
Intent

Source: Dr. Phil Hendrix, immr
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Layer 5 –Measurement and
Attribution
By the late 1800’s John Wanamaker had established his

Companies have many different initiatives in place –

reputation as one of the pioneers of modern American

advertising, e-mail, social media and others – making

retailing. Today he’s best known, however, for his

it difficult to isolate the effectiveness and impact of

observation that “half of my advertising is wasted…I just

any one of them

don’t know which half.” Unfortunately, more than 100
years later that adage still applies not just to advertising
but to the entire mix of engagement efforts.
Of course, the answer to “what’s working and what isn’t”
is rarely black and white but instead a matter of degree.
A number of challenges make it difficult to answer the
question:
Many companies lack the measures needed to track
how well their efforts are being implemented, much
less quantify their value

brandify.com

Companies are unable to track and explain results
by location, masking the variability that exists
across stores, geographies and other units where
engagement is delivered
Few companies have adequate mechanisms or
procedures in place to systematically test new
initiatives and verify their impact
The solutions, while simple, are not easy and require
a sustained, disciplined approach.
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Measuring Engagement Efforts and Outcomes

Key Measures and Linkages

As the old adage goes, what gets measured gets
managed. Shown in the diagram are some of the key
measures required to (i) monitor how well engagement
efforts are being implemented, and (ii) establish the link
to “soft” but crucial outcomes such as loyalty as well as
“hard” business results reflected in the KPIs listed.
In addition to customer surveys, operational measures
and KPIs on business results, leading companies are

Outcomes
Reputation
What Customers
Experience
Product and Service
Qualities

Business Results
Unit sales/volume
Revenue
Order size
ASP/Margin
Redemptions
Cross-Sell
Referrals
Retention
Conversions
Inquires/requests

Source: Dr. Phil Hendrix, immr

also relying on data from consumers’ digital signals,
e.g., traces left as consumers register their opinions

and other places consumers visit and the duration of

and actions on social media, visit websites, use mobile

their stays, sentiment, interests and affinities and a whole

apps, and interact with other digital media. Available in

host of other critical measures. With its Local-Social

real-time, digital signals represent an incredibly rich and

technology suite, Brandify captures and reports user

relatively low-cost source of highly granular data. Broken

generated reviews and recommendations at the store

out by location, digital signals reveal the stores, venues

level for multi-location businesses.

brandify.com
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Attribution – Key to Solving Wanamaker’s Dilemma
Given the virtually endless number of possibilities, how

Attribution (n) – establishing “cause and effect”

can retailers and brands determine which engagement

relationships between specific engagement efforts

efforts to invest in? Experience and judgement play

(recipients, initiatives and channels) and results

a role, of course, but ultimately alternative strategies

achieved

can be tested and evaluated to determine which
one(s) maximize key results. Measuring ROE (Return
on engagement) also gives companies the evidence

By establishing cause and effect, attribution answers four

they need to invest in and build profitable customer

key questions:

relationships
A critical layer in the Engagement Stack, the
Measurement and Attribution layer allows brands and
retailers to establish the effectiveness of their efforts,

Which customers are most responsive to particular
engagement efforts
How do we design initiatives that maximize outcomes.

singly and in combination. By enabling brands and

What are the most cost-effective channels for

retailers to test and optimize alternatives, attribution

engaging consumers

turns the art of engagement into a science.

brandify.com
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What is the value of specific strategies (customers x
customer loyalty and ultimately customer lifetime value.
With the proper measures and attribution companies can
identify and allocate resources to high-yield strategies,

“

While results vary widely… in a typical
category 90% of promotions lose money.
Nielsen 2014

“

initiatives x channels), in terms of incremental revenue,

drive KPIs (traffic, basket size, and revenue) and boost
the return on engagement (ROE) by as much as 10-20x.
In addition, retailers and brands don’t have to settle for

range from a series of A/B (pairwise) comparisons to
more sophisticated, multivariate testing, which allows

a one-size fits all approach. Instead, the combination(s)

for sorting through hundreds of alternative strategies

that perform best for each individual can be determined,

and rapidly “doubling down” on the ones that work best.

delivering personalized experiences, as discussed above.
With digital strategies there are vast differences between
the top, average and underperforming units. For a quickserve restaurant, for instance, offers and channels that
work best for young adults are likely to differ from those
best suited for families. Testing and optimization can

brandify.com
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Conclusion
With respect to engagement a sort of schizophrenia

and engaging them with personalized and constructive

prevails among companies. On the one hand brands and

services and content. They have shown that apps,

retailers are enthused and even exuberant about emerging

messages, offers, content and even ads aren’t just

new capabilities, especially those enabled by mobile,

effective – they’re engaging, valued by consumers, boost

big data, programmatic and other “ad tech” innovations.

sales and deliver lasting loyalty.

On the other hand, the FUD (fear, uncertainty and doubt)
that John Wanaker expressed over 100 years ago (“half of
my advertising is wasted... I just don’t know which half”)
remains a significant concern.

Provided on the next page is an Assessment consisting of
12 key questions derived from the Engagement Stack – to
determine how your organization measures up against the
Masters, rate your performance on each of the questions,

With mobile, digital, programmatic and other emerging

validate your initial assessment with external data, and

technologies, companies have the potential to

use the results to assess and prioritize your Engagement

constructively engage consumers. However, without

initiatives going forward.

a disciplined, customer-centric focus, the capabilities
enabled by technology can produce the opposite effect –
substantial numbers of consumers have voiced concerns
and are now taking action to avoid indiscriminate ads,
offers and messages, particularly on their mobile devices.
Masters of Engagement have demonstrated the value

As mentioned above, forthcoming reports in this series
will examine parts of the Engagement Stack in more
detail. Pt 2 in the series, available in March, examines the
Data, Measurement and Attribution Layers, while Pt. 3,
available in April, examines the Technology Layer.

of aligning their organizations’ efforts around customers

brandify.com
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Assessing your EQ (Customer Engagement Quotient)
What’s Your EQ?
Score
(0-10)

Rate Your Brand/Company on Items Below
Personalization

Are we recognizing customers, remembering them, and personalizing their experiences across devices and channels?

Intersections

Have we identified and prioritized customers’ needs at key intersections across the entire customer journey?

Customer Needs

How effectively are we satisfying customers’ needs (frictions, shoulds and wants) at key intersections?

Channels

Are we engaging customers via channels they’re using (especially mobile and social)?

Location

Are we accurately detecting customers’ locations using the most precise hyper-local solutions?

Context

How effectively are we using customers’ context to adapt and engage based on their situation and surroundings?

Data/Digital Signals

To what extent are we integrating data from first- and third-party sources, including social and other Digital Signals
from mobile devices, apps and other sources?

Measurement

How are customers engaging with and responding to our content, messages, offers and services?

Impact

Are we enabling customers and enhancing their experience in ways that improve KPIs on key customer
engagement metrics?

Attribution

Are we systematically measuring and attributing results so that we can determine ROE (return on engagement)?

Roles

Have we identified and are we fulfilling roles in our customers’ lives that make us “indispensable?”

Innovation

Are we transforming customers’ experience with “game-changing” innovation?

Technologies

Are we investing in and mastering the technologies required to deliver on our Engagement strategy?

Key

0-25
At the Gate

brandify.com

25-50

50-75

75-100

100+

Lagging

Promising

Leader

Master

Total
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About Brandify
Location CMS

Protect and manage your location information
using a centralized point of reference.

Presence

Strengthen your presence management strategy
for better local search visibility, at scale.

Local Advertising

Make your brand visible at the right time, to
the right customer and in the right location.

Social

Leverage customer sentiment and satisfaction
metrics to transform the way your brand
engages with consumers in real-time.

Insights

Unify your location-based strategy, while
communicating the business impact it has
had on your organization.

Brandify is an industry-leading provider of locationbased digital marketing solutions that provides brands
with a better understanding of their connection to their
customers. Brandify does this by capturing data as well as
providing strategy and customized services to help brands
maximize their online presence and drive customers to
their locations.
Established in 1997, Brandify (formerly known as
Where2GetIt) powers more than 500 brands and serves
more than 4.5 million brick and mortar locations. Brandify
has channel strength that reaches millions of consumers
around the world. CEO Manish Patel has led Brandify
in developing local marketing solutions that include
the brand score platform, scalable local SEO, local
advertising, mobile-local technologies and local-social
marketing tools.

brandify.com
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The Engagement Stack

For more tips on Local Marketing,
please visit our Knowledge Center.

